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Abstract
We present a study of Native Language
Identification (NLI) using data from learn-
ers of Norwegian, a language not yet
used for this task. NLI is the task of
predicting a writer’s first language using
only their writings in a learned language.
We find that three feature types, function
words, part-of-speech n-grams and a hy-
brid part-of-speech/function word mixture
n-gram model are useful here. Our sys-
tem achieves an accuracy of 79% against a
baseline of 13% for predicting an author’s
L1. The same features can distinguish
non-native writing with 99% accuracy. We
also find that part-of-speech n-gram per-
formance on this data deviates from previ-
ous NLI results, possibly due to the use of
manually post-corrected tags.

1 Introduction

Native Language Identification (NLI) is the task of
identifying a writer’s native language (L1) based
only on their writings in a second language (the
L2). NLI works by identifying language use pat-
terns that are common to groups of speakers of the
same native language. This process is underpinned
by the presupposition that an author’s L1 disposes
them towards certain language production patterns
in their L2, as influenced by their mother tongue.
This relates to cross-linguistic influence (CLI), a
key topic in the field of Second Language Acqui-
sition (SLA) that analyzes transfer effects from the
L1 on later learned languages (Ortega, 2009).

It has been noted in the linguistics litera-
ture since the 1950s that speakers of particular
languages have characteristic production patterns
when writing in a second language. This lan-
guage transfer phenomenon has been investigated
independently in various fields from different per-
spectives, including qualitative research in SLA

and more recently though predictive computa-
tional models in NLP (Jarvis and Crossley, 2012).

Recently this has motivated studies in Native
Language Identification (NLI), a subtype of text
classification where the goal is to determine the
native language (L1) of an author using texts they
have written in a second language or L2 (Tetreault
et al., 2013).

The motivations for NLI are manifold. The use
of such techniques can help SLA researchers iden-
tify important L1-specific learning and teaching
issues. In turn, the identification of such issues
can enable researchers to develop pedagogical ma-
terial that takes into consideration a learner’s L1
and addresses them. It can also be applied in a
forensic context, for example, to glean informa-
tion about the discriminant L1 cues in an anony-
mous text. In fact, recent NLI research such as that
related to the work presented by Perkins (2014)
has already attracted interest and funding from in-
telligence agencies (Perkins, 2014, p. 17).

While most NLI research to date has focused
on English L2 data, there is a growing trend to ap-
ply the techniques to other languages in order to
assess their cross-language applicability (Malmasi
and Dras, 2014c).

The current work presents the first NLI exper-
iments on Norwegian data using a corpus of ex-
amination essays collected from learners of Nor-
wegian, as described in section 3. Given the dif-
ferences between English and Norwegian (which
we outline in section 2.1), the main objective of
the present study is to determine if NLI techniques
previously applied to L2 English can be effective
for detecting L1 transfer effects in L2 Norwegian.

Another unique aspect of this data is the
availability of manually corrected part-of-speech
(POS) tag annotations. This is something that has
not been generally considered in previous NLI re-
search and we aim to analyze how these results
compare to previous studies in this regard.
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2 Background and Related Work

NLI work has been growing in recent years, us-
ing a wide range of syntactic and more recently,
lexical features to distinguish the L1. A detailed
review of NLI methods is omitted here for reasons
of space, but a thorough exposition is presented in
the report from the very first NLI Shared Task that
was held in 2013 (Tetreault et al., 2013).

Most English NLI work has been done using
two corpora. The International Corpus of Learner
English (Granger et al., 2009) was widely used un-
til recently, despite its shortcomings1 being widely
noted (Brooke and Hirst, 2012). More recently,
TOEFL11, the first corpus designed for NLI was
released (Blanchard et al., 2013). While it is the
largest NLI dataset available, it only contains argu-
mentative essays, limiting analyses to this genre.

Research has also expanded to use non-English
learner corpora (Malmasi and Dras, 2014a; Mal-
masi and Dras, 2014c). Recently, Malmasi
and Dras (2014b) introduced the Jinan Chinese
Learner Corpus (Wang et al., 2015) for NLI and
their results indicate that feature performance may
be similar across corpora and even L1-L2 pairs.
In this work we attempt to follow this exploratory
pattern by extending NLI research to Norwegian,
which has not yet been studied for this task.

NLI is now also moving towards using linguis-
tic features to generate SLA hypotheses. Swan-
son and Charniak (2014) approach this by using
both L1 and L2 data to identify features exhibiting
non-uniform usage in both datasets, creating lists
of candidate transfer features. Malmasi and Dras
(2014d) propose a different method, using linear
SVM weights to extract lists of overused and un-
derused linguistic features for each L1 group.

Many of these studies have investigated using
syntactic information such as parse trees or part-
of-speech (POS) tags as classification features
(Kochmar, 2011). This is generally achieved by
using taggers and parsers based on statistical mod-
els to automatically annotate the documents. For
example, Tetreault et al. (2012) use the Stanford
Tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) to extract POS tags
from the TOEFL11 data.

One issue to consider here is that the models
used by these statistical taggers are trained on
well-formed text from a standard variety of the
language written by native speakers (e.g. news ar-
ticles). When tested on such data, the models gen-

1The issues exist as the corpus was not designed for NLI.

erally achieve high accuracies of 95% or higher.
However, it cannot be assumed that these tools will
achieve similar levels of accuracy on learner data,
a distinct genre which they were not trained on.

This is a consideration that has not gone unno-
ticed and several researchers have investigated this
question. Van Rooy and Schäfer (2002) investi-
gated this issue and report that “learner spelling
errors contributed substantially to tagging errors”,
causing up to 38% of the tagging errors. Dıaz-
Negrillo et al. (2010) argue that the properties of
learner language are systematically different from
those assumed for the standard variety of the lan-
guage and that this interlanguage cannot be con-
sidered a noisy variant of the native language. In-
stead of viewing this as a robustness issue, they
suggest that a new POS model for learner language
may be more suitable. Based on the results of
their empirical analysis they highlight several is-
sues with standard POS models and they propose
a new tripartite POS annotated model that encodes
properties based on the lexical stem, distribution
and morphology.

This evidence points to a performance degra-
dation on learner data and suggests that the POS
annotations used in many previous studies are vul-
nerable to tagging errors. Such errors could reduce
their efficacy in distinguishing the different syn-
tactic patterns used by different L1 groups. The
availability of post-corrected POS tags in our data,
as described in §3, can provide some insight into
how much this issue affects NLI by comparing its
performance with previously reported results.

2.1 Norwegian

Norwegian can be considered as one of the main-
land Scandinavian languages. Along with Danish
and Swedish, these languages share their heritage
and have descended from a common Nordic lan-
guage. Even today, a degree of mutual intelligibil-
ity continues to exist among these languages.

Norwegian itself is written in two distinguish-
able forms: Bokmål and Nynorsk with the former
being more commonly used for writing, including
in our data. The language has a number of proper-
ties that make it interesting to examine for NLI.

Norwegian grammar shares many similarities
with English since both are Germanic languages.
However, a number of differences also exist.

Norwegian has three genders: male, female and
neuter. Definite and indefinite articles also ex-
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ist for all three genders, but the definite article is
added to nouns as a suffix. Nouns are categorized
by gender and in addition to definiteness, they are
also inflected for plurality. Pronouns are classi-
fied by gender, person and number; they are also
declined in nominative or accusative case. Adjec-
tives must agree with gender of their head nouns
and are also marked for plurality and definiteness.
Norwegian verbs, although not marked for person
or plurality, can have several different tenses and
moods, leading to a rich morphology.

An important point to consider here is that this
additional complexity also increases the possibil-
ity and number of potential learner errors. A more
in-depth exposition of Norwegian syntax and mor-
phology can be found in Haugen (2009).

3 Data

In this study we use data from the ASK Corpus
(Andrespråkskorpus, Second Language Corpus).
The ASK Corpus (Tenfjord et al., 2013; Tenfjord
et al., 2006b; Tenfjord et al., 2006a) is a learner
corpus composed of the writings of learners of
Norwegian. These texts are essays written as part
of a test of Norwegian as a second language. Each
text also includes additional metadata about the
author such as age or native language. An advan-
tage of this corpus is that all the texts have been
collected under the same conditions and time lim-
its. The corpus also contains a control subcorpus
of texts written by native Norwegians under the
same test conditions. The corpus also includes
error codes and corrections, although we do not
make use of this information here.

There are a total of 1,700 essays written by
learners of Norwegian as a second language with
ten different first languages: German, Dutch, En-
glish, Spanish, Russian, Polish, Bosnian-Croatian-
Serbian, Albanian, Vietnamese and Somali. The
essays are written on a number of different topics,
but these topics are not balanced across the L1s.

Detailed word level annotations (lemma, POS
tag and grammatical function) have been first ob-
tained automatically using the Oslo-Bergen tag-
ger. These annotations have then been manually
post-edited by human annotators since the tagger’s
performance can be substantially degraded due to
orthographic, syntactic and morphological learner
errors. These manual corrections can deal with is-
sues such as unknown vocabulary or wrongly dis-
ambiguated words.
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Figure 1: A histogram of the number of tokens per
document in the dataset that we generated.

In this work we extracted 750k tokens of text
from the ASK corpus in the form of individual
sentences. Following the methodology of Brooke
and Hirst (2011) and Malmasi and Dras (2014b),
we randomly select and combine the sentences
from the same L1 to generate texts of approxi-
mately 300 tokens on average, creating a set of
documents suitable for NLI. This methodology en-
sures that the texts for each L1 are a mix of dif-
ferent authorship styles, topics and proficiencies.
It also means that all documents are similar and
comparable in length.

The 10 native languages and the number of texts
generated per class are listed in Table 1. In ad-
dition to these we also generate 250 control texts
written by natives. A histogram of the number of
tokens per document is shown in Figure 1. The
documents have an average length of 311 tokens
with a standard deviation of 15 tokens.

3.1 Part-of-Speech Tagset

The ASK corpus uses the Oslo-Bergen tagset2

which has been developed based on the Norwe-
gian Reference Grammar (Faarlund et al., 1997).

Here each POS tag is composed of a set of
constituent morphosyntactic tags. For example,
the tag subst-appell-mask-ub-fl signi-
fies that the token has the categories “noun com-
mon masculine indefinite plural”. Similarly, the
tags verb-imp and verb-pres refer to imper-
ative and present tense verbs, respectively.

2http://tekstlab.uio.no/obt-ny/
english/tagset.html
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Native Language Documents
Albanian 121
Dutch 254
English 273
German 280
Polish 281
Russian 257
Serbian 259
Somali 90
Spanish 243
Vietnamese 100
Total 2,158

Table 1: The 10 L1 classes included in this exper-
iment and the number of texts we generated for
each class.

Given its many morphosyntactic markers and
detailed categories, the ASK dataset has a rich
tagset with over 300 unique tags.

4 Experimental Methodology

In this study we employ a supervised multi-class
classification approach. The learner texts are or-
ganized into classes according to the author’s L1
and these documents are used for training and test-
ing in our experiments. A diagram conceptualiz-
ing our NLI system is shown in Figure 2.

4.1 Classifier

We use a linear Support Vector Machine to per-
form multi-class classification in our experiments.
In particular, we use the LIBLINEAR3 package
(Fan et al., 2008) which has been shown to be
efficient for text classification problems such as
this. More specifically, it has been demonstrated
to be the most effective classifier for this task in
the 2013 NLI Shared Task (Tetreault et al., 2013).

4.2 Evaluation

In the same manner as many previous NLI stud-
ies and also the NLI 2013 shared task, we report
our results as classification accuracy under k-fold
cross-validation, with k = 10. In recent years this
has become a de facto standard for reporting NLI
results.

3http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/%7Ecjlin/liblinear/

5 L1 Identification Experiment

We experiment using three syntactic feature types
described in this section. As the ASK corpus is
not balanced for topic, we do not consider the use
of lexical features such as word n-grams in this
study. Topic bias can occur as a result of the sub-
ject matters or topics of the texts to be classified
not evenly distributed across the classes (Koppel
et al., 2009). For example, if in our training data
all the texts written by English L1 speakers are
on topic A, while all the French L1 authors write
about topic B, then we have implicitly trained our
classifier on the topics as well. In this case the
classifier learns to distinguish our target variable
through another confounding variable.

Norwegian Function Words As opposed
to content words, function words are topic-
independent grammatical words that indicate the
relations between other words. They include
determiners, conjunctions and auxiliary verbs.
Distributions of English function words have
been found to be useful in studies of authorship
attribution and NLI. Unlike POS tags, this model
analyzes the author’s specific word choices.

In this work we used a list of 176 function words
obtained from the distribution of the Apache
Lucene search engine software.4 This list includes
stop words for the Bokmål variant of the language
and contains entries such as hvis (whose), ikke
(not), jeg (I), så (so) and hjå (at). We also make
this list available on our website.5

In addition to single function words, we also ex-
tract function word bigrams, as described by Mal-
masi et al. (2013). Function word bigrams are
a type of word n-gram where content words are
skipped: they are thus a specific subtype of skip-
gram discussed by Guthrie et al. (2006). For ex-
ample, the sentence We should all start taking the
bus would be reduced to we should all the, from
which we would extract the n-grams.

Part-of-Speech n-grams In this model POS n-
grams of order 1–3 were extracted. These n-grams
capture small and very local syntactic patterns of
language production and were used as classifica-
tion features. Previous work and our experiments
showed that sequences of size 4 or greater achieve

4https://github.com/apache/lucene-solr
5http://web.science.mq.edu.au/%7Esmalmasi/data/norwegian-

funcwords.txt
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Figure 2: Illustration of our NLI system that identifies the L1 of Norwegian learners from their writing.

lower accuracy, possibly due to data sparsity, so
we do not include them.

We observe 328 different tags in the data result-
ing in 9k unique bigrams and 61k trigram features.

Mixed POS-Function Word n-grams Previ-
ously Wong et al. (2012) proposed the use of POS
n-grams which retained the surface form of func-
tion words instead of using their POS tag. Exam-
ple mixed trigrams include “the NN that” or
“NN that VBZ”. They demonstrated that such
features can outperform their pure POS counter-
parts. Here we also use our above-described func-
tion word list to generate such mixed n-grams.

5.1 Results

The results for all of our features are shown in
Table 2. We compare against a majority class
baseline of 13% which is calculated by using the
largest class, in this case Polish, as the default clas-
sification label chosen for all texts.

The distribution of function word unigrams and
bigrams is highly discriminative, yielding accu-
racies of 51.1% and 50.0%, respectively. These
are well-above the baseline and suggest the pres-
ence of L1-specific grammatical and lexical choice
patterns that can help distinguish the L1, poten-
tially due to cross-linguistic transfer. Such lexical
transfer effects have been previously noted by re-
searchers and linguists (Odlin, 1989). These ef-
fects are mediated not only by cognates and simi-
larities in word forms, but also word semantics.

Feature Accuracy (%)
Majority Baseline 13.0
Function Words 51.1
Function Word bigrams 50.0

Part-of-Speech unigrams 61.2
Part-of-Speech bigrams 66.5
Part-of-Speech trigrams 62.7

POS/Function Word trigrams 78.1

All features combined 78.6

Table 2: Norwegian Native Language Identifica-
tion accuracy for the features used in this study.

The purely syntactic POS n-gram models are
also very useful for this task, with the best accu-
racy of 66.5% for POS bigrams. This is the highest
NLI accuracy achieved using POS n-grams. Using
the 11-class TOEFL11 data, none of the shared task
entries or subsequent studies have achieved accu-
racies of 60% or higher, with results usually falling
in the 40–55% range. We also note that our POS
n-gram performance plateaus with bigrams. This
deviates from previous NLI results where trigrams
usually yield the highest accuracy. This, alongside
the higher accuracy, could potentially be a result
of the tags being manually corrected by annota-
tors, leading to more accurate tags and thus classi-
fication accuracy. However, this does not entirely
explain why performance degrades when using tri-
grams. This could be due to tagset size and the
number of features because with 328 tags, this is
the largest tagset used for NLI to date.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix for our 10 classes.

The mixture of POS and function word n-grams
provides the best result for a single feature with
78.1% accuracy. This is consistent with previous
findings about this feature type.

Finally, combining all of the models into a sin-
gle feature vector provides the highest accuracy of
78.6%, which is only slightly better than the best
single feature type.

Figure 3 shows the normalized confusion ma-
trix for our results. German and Polish are the
most correctly classified L1s, while the highest
confusion is between Dutch–German followed by
Serbian–Polish and Russian-Polish. This is not
surprising given that these pairs are from the same
families: Germanic and Slavic. We were however
surprised by the substantial confusion between Al-
banian and Spanish, even though the languages are
not typologically related.

We also analyze the rate of learning for our clas-
sifier. A learning curve for a classifier trained on
all features is shown in Figure 4. We observe that
while there is a rapid initial increase in accuracy,
performance begins to level off after around 1,500
training documents.

6 Identifying Non-Native Writing

Our second experiment involves using the above-
described features to classify Norwegian texts as
either Native or Non-Native. To achieve this we
use 250 control texts we generated from the ASK
Corpus that were written by native Norwegian
speakers; these texts represent the Native class.
This is contrasted against the Non-Native class
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Figure 4: A learning curve for our Norwegian NLI
system trained on all features.

Feature Accuracy (%)
Random Baseline 50.0
Function Words 90.0
Function Word bigrams 94.2

Part-of-Speech unigrams 95.0
Part-of-Speech bigrams 98.4
Part-of-Speech trigrams 98.5

POS/Function Word trigrams 98.6

All features combined 98.8

Table 3: Accuracy for classifying Norwegian texts
as either Native or Non-Native.

which includes 250 texts sampled from each lan-
guage6 listed in Table 1.

6.1 Results

The results of our final experiment for distinguish-
ing non-native writing are listed in Table 3. They
demonstrate that these feature types are highly
useful for discriminating between Native and non-
Native writings, achieving 98.8% accuracy by us-
ing all feature types. POS/Function Word mixture
trigrams are the best single feature in this experi-
ment.

These results show that the language produc-
tions of native speakers are very different to those
of learners, enabling our models to distinguish
them with almost perfect accuracy.

6We sample evenly with 25 texts per non-native L1 class.
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7 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented the first Norwegian NLI experi-
ments, achieving high levels of accuracy that are
comparable with previous results for English and
other languages. A key objective here was to in-
vestigate the efficacy of syntactic features for Nor-
wegian, a language which is different to English
in some aspects such as morphological complex-
ity. The features employed here could also iden-
tify non-native documents with 99% accuracy.

Another contribution of this work is the identi-
fication of a new dataset for NLI. Tasks focused
on detecting L1-based language transfer effects –
such as NLI – require copious amounts of data.
Contrary to this requirement, researchers have
long noted the paucity of suitable corpora7 for this
task (Brooke and Hirst, 2011). This is one of the
research issues addressed by this work. The intro-
duction of this corpus can assist researchers test
and verify their methodology on multiple datasets
and languages.

This study is also novel in its use of post-
corrected POS tags. As noted in §5.1, while the
POS-based results here are different from those of
previous studies that have used automated tagging
methods, it is unclear if this is due to the use of
post-edited tags or the large size of the tagset. This
is an issue that merits further investigation. Addi-
tional results from a fully experimental setup us-
ing multiple sets of automatic and gold standard
POS tags for the same texts can help provide bet-
ter insight here. The ASK corpus does not include
the original POS tags obtained automatically using
the Oslo-Bergen tagger prior to human editing and
the texts would need to be re-annotated for such a
study. This is left for future work.

There are a number of directions for future re-
search. There have been a number of interest-
ing NLI that could also be tested on this data.
These include oracles for determining the upper-
bound on classification accuracy (Malmasi et al.,
2015), analyses of feature diversity and interaction
(Malmasi and Cahill, 2015), and large-scale cross-
corpus experiments (Malmasi and Dras, 2015b).

The application of more linguistically sophisti-
cated features also warrants further investigation,
but this is limited by the availability of Norwe-
gian NLP tools and resources. For example, the
use of a Norwegian constituency parser could be

7An ideal NLI corpus should have multiple L1s, be bal-
anced by topic, proficiency, texts per L1 and be large in size.

used to study the overall structure of grammatical
constructions as captured by context-free grammar
production rules (Wong and Dras, 2011). Another
possible improvement is the use of classifier en-
sembles to improve classification accuracy. This
has previously been applied to other classification
tasks (Malmasi and Dras, 2015a) and English NLI
(Tetreault et al., 2012) with good results.
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